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About this guide

This handbook is designed to provide to the point advice on how to be an effective rep.
It is not the last word on any of the subjects covered, and if in doubt, please contact
the union for clarification.
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www.ucu.org.uk/DAN

DAN@ucu.org.uk

UCU members make a

difference every day

They help to make the further and

higher education workplace a fairer and

safer place to work. They understand

the power of education and its potential

to transform lives.

That’s why they fight to defend their

vision of an education system based on

fairness, equality and the universal right

to learn wherever it is threatened.

The Developing Activists Network helps

our members in all this work. 

UCU recognises the need to nurture and

support our members in being active in

the union and DAN is our way of making

sure that every member who wants to

get involved and make a difference gets

all the support they need.

With DAN you can:

q meet and network with other UCU

members

q attend special DAN training events

q access specially developed

resources to help you in the

workplace.

Strong unions make society better and

we know that our strength lies in our

active members.

If you are a UCU member and you want

to get more involved, DAN is for you.

Find out more at www.ucu.org.uk/DAN

IT IS YOUR UNION AND YOUR CAREER – HAVE YOUR SAY

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE

DAN - THE DEVELOPING ACTIVISTS’ NETWORK

MAKING A DIFFERENCE IN YOUR WORKPLACE

Developing Activist Network

Let DAN 
help you get
organised
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INTRODUCTION
The UCU activists’ handbook is written by
members for members. Its premise is that
UCU is only as strong as its
representatives on the ground – we are all
in this together.

The guide draws upon the experience of
members throughout the sector and it
offers practical advice on a range of issues
facing local activists in further and adult
education. 

The guide seeks to provide practical advice
to local branches, reps and members on
how best to seek better pay, conditions,
job security and treatment at work. It
seeks to show how best to defend
individual members but go beyond that to
act together, in unity, to act collectively. 

Too often reps are on the back foot sinking
in individual casework arising from
management policies. This guide seeks to
show how it is possible to move beyond
constantly responding to management
challenges so that we start to proactively
set out what we want.

We are not offering any panaceas, far from
it – in any college, situations can arise that
are very different to anything that has gone
before. However, this guide gives ideas for
local campaigning action and we hope that
it will stimulate local branch officers to
consider what can be done to further
develop UCU’s organisation in their place
of work.

Too often government and employers
attempt to portray trade unionists as
people who put their own narrow interests
above those of the students we are
responsible for. 

Yet all of us know that a demoralised,
overworked, underpaid and undervalued
teacher standing in front of a classroom of
students is not going to be able to deliver
the most creative and energetic lesson. 

Seeking better pay, conditions and job
security for staff is not an alternative to
delivering an interesting, imaginative and
relevant curriculum to our students. It is a
pre-condition. The attempts by government
and management to introduce a market-led
approach to education are damaging to
both staff and students.

The activists’ handbook is your guide to
winning in the workplace. Knowledge
shared enables the union to do better so if
you are successful tell us and we will
include your thoughts in next year’s edition.

Sean Vernell
vice-chair, UCU further education committee

Brian Ingham
vice-chair, UCU recruitment, organising and
campaigning committee
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CHAPTER 1

YOUR ROLE AS A UCU REP OR ACTIVIST

The main role of a representative and activist is to sustain the branch. This can be
broken down further into three main areas, namely: recruitment; campaigning and
organising; and representation

Recruiting

q recruiting new staff into the union

q identifying and approaching non-members to join

q encouraging, supporting, training and organising other members to recruit their
colleagues too

Campaigning and organising

q finding out members’ problems and concerns

q identifying areas with low levels of UCU membership or involvement

q encouraging members to get involved

q arranging and attending branch, committee and members’ meetings

q distributing leaflets and newsletters

q helping establish strategy for the branch

q promoting national UCU campaigns to members

Representing members 

q attending members meetings to listen to their views and help make decisions
about the course of action

q taking up collective issues directly with management

q providing or obtaining support, advice and assistance to members with a problem
at work

q accompanying or representing members at meetings or hearings with
management
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TOP REPS TIP

‘Never turn anyone away that comes to you with a complaint. You may not think
the problem is important but the person complaining probably feels differently.’ 

‘The best advice I ever had was to listen carefully, take notes and not be afraid
to ask someone else for help if you feel out of your depth.’ 

What time off and facilities should reps get?

If you are a UCU workplace representative you are entitled to reasonable paid time off
and facilities to undertake union duties and attend UCU training.

These rights come from the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992
(TULR(C)A 92) which states that ‘the amount and frequency of time off… are to be those
that are reasonable in all the circumstances. 

If you are a new rep then you will need to find out if
you have an agreement at your college for facilities
and time off. The best way to do this is to speak to
previous reps or contact your regional office.

Most UCU agreements allow for:

q accommodation for meetings

q use of notice boards

q electronic communications such as email 

q some paid remission from classroom teaching and preparation time for each rep

q an equipped office for undertaking UCU duties 

q access to free photocopying

q use of internal post and access to pigeonholes

q paid time off for UCU union training

Additionally you should check your agreements for rights to consultation over change and
your right to information from management about issues that affect collective bargaining.

UCU strongly recommends that you have an agreement with management which covers
these issues and that you utilise the training clause to ensure that all UCU reps have
received adequate union training. If your college does not have an agreement on time off
or facilities contact the union.
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What protection do UCU reps get against victimisation?

Members of trade unions have a right not to be victimised for trade union activity. The
Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (TULR(C)A) and subsequent
court decisions gives trade union members protection from being:

q victimised on the basis of trade union activity

q refused work on the basis of union membership

q dismissed on the grounds of union membership

q chosen for redundancy because of union membership

q dismissed because of union activity in previous jobs.

UCU takes discrimination against union members and representatives seriously and will
actively pursue all protections under the law.

However the best protection is to have the support and backing of a well-organised
branch. The active support of your colleagues is important because it also acts as a
powerful preventative measure.

CHAPTER 2

DEALING WITH MEMBERS’ PROBLEMS

UCU reps often have to advise and represent members facing forms of disciplinary action
or in taking up grievances with management. 

To do this you will need to be: 

q fully aware of the rules, policies and procedures of their institution and know how
to use the procedures.

q fully aware of regulations introduced in October 2004 especially where the
member may contemplate any legal action.

q able to represent members in both formal and informal meetings.

It is essential that all reps undertake the special two-day training course ‘Representing
Members’. Details of these can be found on the UCU web site at www.ucu.org.uk/training
or by contacting your regional office.

Most colleges and adult education institutes will have local procedures which have been
negotiated with UCU and which are usually better than the legal minimum. 
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When you interview members for either a disciplinary or a grievance case, use the
checklist overleaf to make sure you have all the information. Your notes should contain:

1 name, job title, position, relationship to case

2 the facts of the case based on the individual’s first-hand knowledge in
chronological order

3 details of documents to which the evidence refers

4 evidence which is likely to be disputed by the other side in their cross questioning

5 verbatim recollections - as far as possible of what was said and by whom at the
time of the incident(s).

Take stock and assess the case

Stand back for a moment. Examine all the evidence you have gathered and consider:

q What are the strong points? How best can they be highlighted?

q What are the weak points? How best can they be disposed of?

Points to consider will include:

Was the appropriate procedure followed?

q If there were breaches were they significant, can they be explained, does a breach
appear to have materially affected the outcome of the case?

q Was there any procedural irregularity in the way the case was handled? For
example:

– member not told of allegations

-- notification requirements

– level of management authorised to issue warnings

– the way the case was investigated

– opportunity for the member to state his or her case

– member informed of right of representation.

Members should normally be encouraged:

q to tell the truth

q to be polite

q not to butt in when you’re presenting the case

q to listen carefully to questions

q to give specific answers not long rambling statements
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q not to read from a written text in replying to any questions

q to speak clearly and slowly

q to look at the panel/management representative

q to let you help out if they get confused

q not to cross swords with management by arguing or asking counter questions

q not to lose their temper.

In certain cases where the member’s position is weak, ie in representing an alleged
perpetrator in a harassment case where guilt has been admitted, you may wish to be
there only to ensure procedures are not breached.

Where you are representing a member who is an alleged victim of harassment, she/he
may become a witness for management in a later disciplinary hearing against the alleged
perpetrator. 

In this situation the management have the responsibility for ensuring that fair procedure
is adopted and the member would not generally require representations unless the
alleged harasser is a line manager. In this situation you may accompany your member.

Below are set out eleven tips for effectively representing members from an experienced
representative:

1 find out if there is anyone else with a similar case. Collective grievances are
much more powerful than individual ones. 

2 don’t rely on the law but where there is a clear breach of legal rights use them. 

3 don’t try to be a ‘barrack room’ lawyer. Get advice from your regional official who
should have direct access to legal advice. 

4 it is usually best to start your case work with a formal, concise, legalistic letter to
the relevant line manager or personnel manager. 

5 try not to get sidetracked or let the manager concerned shift the case on to
different territory such as attempting to bring in issues of competence which is
an often used tactic. 

6 stay focussed on the issues you have highlighted in your original correspondence. 

7 wherever possible conduct your case using email. This ensures you have accurate
files and avoids accusations of rudeness, etc. 

8 open an email folder for each of your cases and keep all correspondence. You
can often use a precedent set in one case to help other members. 

9 insist that in any meetings, the case you are working with is supported by a union
member. 
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10 discuss tactics prior to any meetings. Decide what issues you want to cover and
who will do the talking, etc. 

11 if you are not sure how to respond or are unhappy with how a meeting is going
demand time out to discuss the situation with the member concerned. 

CHAPTER 3

OUR COLLEGES, OUR COMMUNITIES, OUR UNION 
- KEEPING COLLEGES PUBLIC

Further education is changing. The Learning and Skills Council predicts that by 2012
public funding of further and adult education will be cut to 33%.

In 2007, colleges are already expected to put at least 10% of their programmes out to
tender, to private companies and other colleges. Large private companies, like Carter and
Carter PLC and the VT Group have positioned themselves to buy up these very lucrative
contracts.

The privatisation of education provision is not just an
issue about the quality of education we are able to
provide; it has an impact upon our pay and conditions
too. The more important the bottom line becomes, the
less important staff seem to be.

That is why UCU has set up a broad based campaign
called ‘our colleges, our communities, our union.’ The
campaign’s aims are to:

q challenge the marketisation of our education
system

q defend the right of students to learn and teachers to teach without interference

q promote respect and good pay and conditions for staff

TOP REPS TIP

You can find out more about ‘our college, our community, our union’ and other
UCU campaigns here: www.ucu.org.uk/campaigns
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Campaigning to keep funding public

Notts College UCU recently voted unanimously to reject the private training company
Carter and Carter coming into their college after the college management had
approached the union for its views on the matter. Two members of staff had previously
worked for Carter and Carter and left to work for the college because of low pay; despite
the college being the second lowest payer in Nottinghamshire! 

The example of Notts College and the recent collapse of Carter and Carter show that the
private sector is failure prone, and that it is not invincible. But if we are to keep
education public, we have to respond fast and involve all members.

TOP REPS TIP 

To beat privatisation pay particular attention to those departments that have
been targeted, but involve all members. Don’t let any department feel isolated.
What happens today in one department will happen in others tomorrow, unless
the threat is beaten back.

Organise a full branch meeting. Some members previously not active will volunteer to
take on responsibility. A special action committee could be set up alongside the branch
committee to get facts and organise publicity. Contact the UCU campaigns unit region
immediately to get advice and on-going support. 

CHAPTER 4

CAMPAIGNING TO WIN IN THE WORKPLACE

The most important lesson about campaigning is that there is no such thing as a perfect
campaign model. Every one will be different depending on the targets and resources that
are available. 

If your branch wants to campaign around an issue such as pay, or cuts or privatisation
use this simple checklist to make sure you have everything covered. The checklist
doubles as a useful agenda for a campaign planning meeting:
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TOP REPS TIP

Checklist agenda for a campaign planning meeting

❐ define your aim

❐ identify the target groups you need to influence

❐ identify your means of influencing them

❐ identify the resources the branch has

❐ identify your tactics and objectives

❐ ensure that you agree a timescale built into your objectives

❐ ensure that someone has responsibility for each specific task

❐ ensure that the branch has a means to monitor your plans.

Deciding on your tactics

Winning support from members is only the start of your campaign. Posters, meetings and
newsletters will help raise the profile of your issue. However, you will also need to think
about how best to promote your ideas to a wider audience of college staff, students, and
the local community. 

The first rule is that if you have a good case then tell people about it. Raising the profile
of the branch and your particular campaign, will increase awareness of the union among
non-members. too

Petitions

Well supported petitions show that you have the support
of staff, students and others. If you start a petition you
need to be really imaginative about how you circulate it.
Use paper, email, the web anything to get those
signatures. 

Leaflets

A few simple rules make leaflet design easy. A good
leaflet needs

q A snappy headline that grabs public attention
immediately. 

q Interesting graphics or a satirical cartoon. 
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q In fewer than 50 words give a brief, punchy exposé of the branch’s grievance. Be
clear and once you have finished ask someone who knows nothing about the
campaign to read your text. If they understand it, you have done a good leaflet.

TOP REPS TIP

Save hours by using the off the shelf petitions, leaflets and other campaign
tools that are ready to be amended and used in the DAN part of the UCU
website at www.ucu.org.uk/DAN

Letters to newspapers

Never underestimate the power of bad publicity to persuade management to change their
ways. Sometimes campaign issues are fought out in the letter pages of local papers. A
letter from UCU outlining why it is campaigning on an issue may encourage the target of
your campaign to respond in kind thereby bringing the issue into the public eye.

The trick to winning the campaign in the local press letters page is to encourage activists
to write in separately supporting your initial letter. This requires planning.

TOP REPS TIP

Don’t just sit there congratulating yourself on getting a letter published. Keep
the issue going by getting other branch members to write in agreeing with you.

The most important thing about letters to the media is that they should be short,
probably no longer than 250 words. They should include the key messages you want to
get across in the first paragraph. You should not encourage members to send a standard
letter to the press as they will only print one of them, with the result that your activists
will have wasted their time.

Lunchtime picket or demonstration

The event itself could involve a short march, speeches
at a rally, handing out leaflets throughout the college,
some press coverage by informing the local media, but
should definitely involve as many people as possible.
The end of the demonstration could also included the
handing in of a petition, postcards etc to the target of
your campaign, such as the principal’s office.

It is important that you ensure the event is properly
stewarded by official UCU stewards and that one
person has responsibility for informing the college, or if taking place off college grounds,
the local police. Remember, this is a campaign tactic and not official industrial action.
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Use this ten point checklist to ensure your event is a success:

__ you have the relevant permission to be where you want to hold the event

__ you have leaflets and stickers so that those involved and other supporters can
show their support

__ you have publicised the event well in advance

__ you have appointed stewards who can be readily identified on the day

__ you have alerted the local media

__ you have enough people to make it worthwhile doing

__ you have organised a speaker/handing in of petition or some such like to give the
end of the event a focus

__ you have UCU recruitment forms

__ you have a banner or posters, with UCU branding, outlining your case

__ you have checked local by-laws with the relevant authorities – normally local
councils – to make sure you are not acting illegally.

All of the tactics described above are designed to show that the campaign you are
leading has the widest possible support, particularly among your membership but
sometimes in the wider college or local community. The basis of all of these tactics is
raising the profile of the issue and building the strength of your campaign, but once you
have people on board, you have your petition, your letters etc, what do you do then?

Taking industrial action

Industrial action is not something that members enter into lightly. Members cannot be
expected to go on strike without being given the information and background to the
dispute and the opportunity to ask questions, put their opinions about the issue at a
branch meeting and eventually vote in a ballot.

Some members echo might management’s line: ‘Going on strike will only hurt the
students.’ or ‘it’s pointless teachers going on strike since we don’t affect anything and in
fact management saves a lot of money.’ 

The first argument is easily dealt with: better paid, less stressed, and realistic workloads
for teachers will mean better teaching delivered. We should always inform students,
parents and the community why we are being pushed into strike action. 

The second objection is also inaccurate. On a purely financial basis, the money lost
through strike action is often made up by the pay awards. Even where the financial gain is
not immediately visible, the show of strength by the union during a strike, sends a
powerful signal to local management that will have positive repercussions for case work,
equality, health and safety, time-tabling and all other issues facing the branch. 
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UCU members may not be dockers or miners but we do have political power. No
government or employer will last long if they continually ignore the opinion of people
within the public services be they nurses or teachers. 

Getting the moral high ground

Crucial to the success of any industrial action will be
making sure the issue you campaign on:

q unifies members ie, is one members feel
strongly about 

q puts management on the defensive 

q is one members feel they must win and can
win

If members are confident these criteria are met and that they will receive support from
regional officials, then experience shows that will support the branch officers, and may
well demand that action is taken. 

Ballots, strikes and the law

Strike action without a full ballot of all the members is unlawful, as is solidarity strike
action by one group of trade unionists on behalf of another. Strike deemed to be ‘illegal’
can lead to UCU’s funds being ‘sequestrated’ by the courts. 

To take industrial action, your branch will therefore need to go though the ballot
procedure. This is triggered with a request to your regional office.

CHAPTER 5

ORGANISING FOR BETTER PAY AND CONDITIONS

UCU represents staff in further education throughout England, Wales and Northern
Ireland. 

There are different national negotiation structures in place for each nation*: 

q In England negotiations are conducted through the National Joint Forum (NJF) - FE
agreements in England and Wales 

q In Wales the negotiating body is Fforwm - FE agreements in England and Wales 

q Northern Ireland’s negotiations are conducted through the Lecturers’ Negotiating
Committee (LNC) - FE agreements in Northern Ireland
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But although these structures agreed national recommendations on conditions of
employment, implementation can vary considerably from college to college.

Each college is an independent corporation with its own board of governors and the legal
employer of its staff. 

TOP REPS TIP

It is important that you check with your local branch secretary for details of
your particular entitlements, including those applying to part-time employees.

FE employment contract

Most colleges now set out main terms and conditions of employment in the form of a
standard contract of employment document. 

This document will be referred to if there are disputes later about the terms of your
employment so it is very important that you read and fully understand it and that you
keep it in a safe place.

A contract of employment may be written or oral, or a mix of the two. All employees are
entitled to receive a written statement of the main terms and conditions of their
employment within two months of starting work, which must include details of:

q name of employer and employee

q date when employment began 

q date on which period of continuous employment began

q scale or rate of remuneration; intervals at which remuneration is paid (eg monthly
or weekly)

q terms and conditions relating to hours of work

q details of holiday entitlement

q terms and conditions relating to incapacity for work due to sickness

q pensions and pension schemes

q length of notice employees are obliged to give and entitled to receive

q title of job the employee is employed to do; the date when employment will end
(if a fixed-term contract)

q place of work

q and any collective agreements (ie with the trade union) which directly affect the
terms and conditions of employment.
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As well as the terms set out in the contract document there will be some terms of your
employment which apply to all staff and this information may be contained in a separate
document such as the college staff handbook. Handbooks of this type should be readily
accessible to all staff and it is a good idea to familiarise yourself with the contents. 

Teaching hours

At present there is no national agreement on working hours. UCU continues to press for
such an agreement but in the meantime has negotiated with local colleges to ensure that
there are acceptable limits to teaching hours, both within the week and over the whole
year. Agreements have now been reached in a majority of the colleges in the sector which
generally limit weekly working hours to 37 hours and teaching to between 800 and 850
hours per year with often a weekly limit of 24 hours 

The way teaching hours are expressed can vary considerably depending on how teaching
or contact time is defined. The more areas of work which are regarded as contact or
teaching time, the higher the hours are likely to be. 

Staff employed in management spine posts can expect to have considerably reduced
teaching hours. 

Holiday

Most new contracts of employment provide for a specific number of days of paid holiday
entitlement. In addition many contracts allow for a specified number of days to be worked
away from the college premises. 

While the the national employers organisation recommends that colleges provide for 37
days of annual holiday entitlement, plus bank holiday, contracts which have been locally
agreed with UCU are generally a considerable improvement upon that, with holiday
entitlements of between 50 and 60 days. 

Usually holiday entitlement can only be taken at certain times of the year, in periods
outside the college teaching year. Most local agreements allow for a minimum of 4 weeks
consecutive leave to be taken over the summer. 

Your individual contract of employment should specify your entitlements and which will
usually be a result of locally negotiated agreements. National guideline agreements on
maternity, family purposes and dependants and sickness leave have recently been signed
which establish recommended minimum standards for such entitlements. Please refer to
the FE agreements in England and Wales and the Northern Ireland national FE
agreements.

Organising part-time and hourly paid staff

A major challenge in many colleges is to organise hourly paid staff. In many institutions
hourly paid lecturers are still called visiting teachers which, given that many hourly paid
colleagues are teaching as many, if not more hours, per week than their colleagues on
permanent contracts, is little short of an insult. 
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TOP REPS TIP

The ultimate aim for any UCU branch should be to get hourly paid workers on
to permanent, established contract posts by what is often referred to as a
fractionalisation programme, i.e. to get management to place hourly paid
lecturers doing 12 hours on to 0.5 part time posts etc.

Why is this a vital issue for all UCU branches?

Part-time lecturers can work anything from a couple of hours to 18 or 20 hours a week.
There is often a great disparity between the conditions of staff employed on fractional
contracts (where lecturers work an agreed share of the hours taught by full-time staff, and
are paid proportionately) and those of hourly paid staff (usually with fixed-term contracts
who receive an hourly fee which may not reward duties other than teaching).

Conditions endured by hourly-paid staff are often inadequate. Pay is too low for lecturers
to afford mortgages or childcare. Many teachers leave the college in the summer not
knowing if they will be employed in the autumn. Many part-time and hourly-paid staff also
miss out on those other basic tools of the job - such as access to their own desk,
storage space, phone, post, library facilities, classroom equipment or computer facilities -
enjoyed by most permanent staff. Many part-time and hourly-paid staff still have no time
allocated and paid for staff development.

Organising for change

Legal changes have established certain basic rights for part-time and hourly-paid staff.
But it would be wrong to expect that the law will deliver change, without colleges being
reminded of their duties. 

TOP REPS TIP

Most real improvements come from local agreements built on organised
branches with part-time workers playing a prominent part.

Even in those branches where full-time membership is strong, the ability to improve part-
time and hourly paid staff rights will depend on having a significant numbers of part-time
and hourly-paid staff in membership and active. Organising part-time workers is the best
way to improve part-timers’ rights.

The key to getting part-time staff members involved is to listen to their concerns and
identify issues of importance to them. If you pick the right issue to campaign around,
people will get involved.
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These issues do not need to be large. In fact choosing issues that are smaller but
winnable is preferable as it gives people hope that getting involved will achieve
something, and successes to celebrate along the way will help build momentum towards
larger goals. 

Some teaching staff may want to raise modest, practical issues – such as access to
computers or photocopying. Others may want to see an end to hourly-paid terms and their
replacement by proper, fractional contracts. 

All branches should encourage part-time and hourly paid staff to attend UCU branch
meetings, elect their own reps, and use the branch to put demands on the employer.

At Huddersfield College part-time lecturers began by organising a meeting at which they
drew up a simple charter listing the rights they wanted. Some were very modest, such as
the right to appear in the college phone directory. Others were more ambitious, including
a right to a guaranteed number of hours each year. 

TOP REPS TIP

Campaign on issues raised by members themselves not just those you think
they think are important.

Part-time working in FE

FE colleges rely particularly heavily on part-time teaching staff. Part-time lecturers can
work anything from a couple of hours a week, perhaps in the evening, to substantial
periods, sometimes with almost as much teaching as many full-time staff.

This section aims to answer some of the questions part-time lecturers ask about
employment at FE colleges. Each college has its own employment policies, so the
information given is general rather than specific.

The national agreement reached in the FE national joint forum on the employment of
part-time employees is intended to ensure that colleges meet the requirements of the
Part-time Workers Regulations 2000, giving part-timers the right not to be treated less
favourably than comparable full time employees as regards their contract of employment,
or any act, or deliberate failure to act, of the employers.

Members in Wales should refer to the Wales part-time employment agreement.

It is important to check the details of any policies with the college concerned. Some staff
are employed through agencies such as Protocol and they should look carefully at the
section below on agency staff.
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Fractional contracts 

The national agreement recommends the use of fractional contracts of employment for
part-time work whereby pay and conditions of service are expressed as a fraction of
those received by a comparable full-time employee. (So, for example, in a 0.5 contract
the part-timer works exactly half the number of hours of a full-timer and receives half of
all entitlements such as holiday). Fractional part-timers should therefore check that the
terms and conditions in their contract of employment accurately reflect the fraction on
which they are employed.

Variable hours 

An increasing number of part-timers are employed on contracts which allow variation in
hours worked over the term of the contract. The particular terms and conditions of such
contracts will be determined at the local college. However, the national agreement says
that it is desirable that such contracts should specify a minimum of contracted hours (ie
they should not take the form of zero hours contracts).

Fixed-term (temporary) contracts 

Many part-time staff in FE are employed on fixed-term contracts. This means that, written
into the contract, is a specified date on which it will come to an end.

It is important to know whether your contract is fixed-term or permanent. If it is for a
fixed-term you need to be clear about the date on which it will come to an end. It will not
be necessary for the college to give you any additional notice other than that in the
contract itself (unless the college wishes to bring it to an end before the specified date).
If you are not offered a new fixed-term contract after the completion of your current
contract then you may be entitled to have been consulted and compensated for
redundancy. In some circumstances failure to offer a further contract can be deemed
unfair dismissal. See more in the FE fixed-term employee agreement (England).

If you have any concerns about unfair dismissal or redundancy rights in relation to your
fixed-term contract you should contact your UCU branch for further advice.

The Fixed-term Employees (Prevention of Less Favourable Treatment) Regulations 2002
prevent the use of successive fixed-term contracts for periods of longer than four years
unless the employer can provide objective justification for their continued use. UCU
believes that the test for such justification will be quite stringent. 

The most important issue for members that have completed four years of successive
fixed-term contracts is what type of permanent contract they are transferred to. Members
who have completed four years on fixed-term contracts should contact their branch for
advice. UCU and the national agreement recommend the use of fractional contracts as
the fairest contract for part-time staff. Zero hours contracts provide worse employment
rights than fixed-term contracts and must be resisted.
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Pay and holidays 

Most part-time FE staff now receive their pay by credit transfer directly to bank accounts.
Usually payments take the form of a fixed monthly sum spread over a year, or the length
of the contract if it is for a fixed-term.

Part-time staff in FE are often employed on an hourly-paid basis. It is very important to
establish with the employer:

q the method of calculation of the hourly rate, and

q what the hourly rate represents. 

While superficially it may be paid for the delivery of a number of hours teaching it will
often include an element to pay for marking and preparation; the essential principle to be
applied by the employer is one of equal pay for work of equal value. The hourly rate
should be equivalent to a comparable full-time employee. Under the 1998 Working Time
Regulations all workers who work continuously for more than 13 weeks are entitled to a
minimum of three weeks paid leave, and contracts of employment should specify this
holiday entitlement.

Right to claim unfair dismissal and/or redundancy payments 

When a contract, even a fixed-term contract, comes to an end, there will have been a
dismissal for the purposes of statutory employment law. When an employer dismisses an
employee is must be for a fair reason, which can include redundancy.

Many FE colleges employ staff on fixed-term contracts which finish at the end of the
summer term. Often the college does not know whether it will be offering new contracts
until the autumn term when it is clear how many students have enrolled on courses. Staff
in this position can sometimes claim a statutory redundancy payment. The sums of
money involved are not huge and you must have been working at the college for at least
two years.

If your fixed-term contract comes to an end and you are not clear whether it will be
renewed you should contact your local UCU branch representative to see whether you are
entitled to a redundancy payment.

Waiver clauses

These clauses are now illegal and unenforcable. Always opposed by UCU these clauses
were included in some fixed-term contracts to prevent members’ access to unfair
dismissal and redundancy provisions. All fixed-term contracts renewed, extended or
commencing after 1 October 2002 cannot contain redundancy waiver clauses and are
unenforcable where they do. Waiver clauses in respect of unfair dismissal have been
illegal since 1999.
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Agency staff 

Some part-time FE staff find work through agencies such as Protocol. Staff in this
position may find that they are classified as being neither employees of the college nor of
the agency. If you are not counted as an employee then you will not have rights to claim
unfair dismissal or statutory redundancy payments.

This places staff in a much more vulnerable position when it comes to long-term security
of employment. You should receive:

q written details of terms and conditions relating to your employment;

q the kind of work which you will be supplied with; and

q the minimum rates of pay. 

UCU continues to press for full rights for agency staff and legal cases are being pursued
in regards to obtaining the right of protocol to obtain teachers pension rights.

All staff have the right to join UCU and agency staff should try to ensure that their voice
is heard through UCU representation at the college. All staff are entitled not to be
discriminated against on grounds of race, gender, disability, sexuality or religious belief,
and again this can help when arguing for improvements for agency staff at the college.

Members may, of course, contact their branch with any individual issues which they may
require representation or assistance with. Under the Employment Rights Act (1996)
individuals now have the right to be accompanied by a trade union representative at
disciplinary and grievance hearings. 

CHAPTER 6

ORGANISING YOUR BRANCH

Why we need strong branches

The secret of union power is having a strong and active branch behind you. Building the
strength and activity of your branch is the most important task for UCU workplace
representatives; everything else flows from this. 

With a strong and active branch everyone benefits: 

q members feel genuine power and see results 

q you as representative aren’t overworked and overburdened by being caught
between members’ demands and results that you can’t deliver
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q management knows exactly where it stands and doesn’t try to impose changes it
can’t get away with

q your branch is a positive force for all workers in the workplace

q regional and national structures of the union are able to focus scarce resources
on campaigning for positive outcomes in education at national and government
levels instead of fighting rear-guard actions in individual institutions.

Branch officers

Model branch rules are available on the UCU website. These rules suggest that branches
elect the following officers: 

q chair/president

q vice-chair/vice-president

q secretary

q membership secretary

q equality officer

TOP TIP

You can find the UCU model local rules here: www.ucu.org.uk/building

Each officers’ duties are outlined in the ‘Model Rules’. Every branch needs to consider
its own specific circumstances. For instance, will your branch have an officer dedicated to
case work, or will this responsibility be shared by a number of branch officers? 

In lots of branches too few activists do too much of the work. It can be a vicious circle in
which those who carry the work feel they are not sufficiently supported. 

It is crucial to explore ways in which more members can be drawn into playing a role
however small in the work of the branch. 

The most important way of doing this may be to develop as many departmental reps as
possible – even if some of these members initially act more as publicity officers for the
union who also flag up concerns, rather than fully blown reps. 

New reps need to be nurtured. Branches might consider a ‘buddy’ system for new reps.
In other branches, long serving and dedicated branch officers sometimes feel they are
‘indispensable’ . It is crucial that they are encouraged to share responsibilities, to ‘let go’
a bit, and to consider standing down from the key posts after a period in office so that
new reps can share responsibility. 
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Branch communications

Communication is vital if members are to feel fully involved. National bulletins should be
circulated as quickly as possible. The branch should also develop its own local newsletter
to keep members informed about all developments locally. A template for local
newsletters is available on the UCU website. Using noticeboards, electronic circulation
and posting hard copies in pigeon holes can ensure maximum visibility for your
communications. 

Although email should not be the only method used, it has the great advantage of speed
and simplicity. Every branch should have an email list of all members which is kept
regularly up to date.

Staff room representatives

Each staff room should have someone who circulates UCU literature, ensures that
members are informed of the latest developments and encourages others to take part in
union activities. With proper support and encouragement some of these members will
become fully fledged reps.

The branch committee

Branch officers should meet regularly as a branch committee to give each other on-going
advice, to guide the work of branch negotiators, to respond to new issues and to consider
strategic and tactical issues facing the branch. If possible, branch committee meetings
should be held weekly. 

Branch officers should work in as open a way as possible, always trying to ensure that all
members of the branch committee know what is going on.

Coordinating committee

Where a college is on a number of sites, geographically distant from each other, more
than one branch may be needed. In these cases, a coordinating committee is vital to
ensure full collaboration and unity between the branches. This body should meet once a
month. 

Each branch should elect two members to go along to the committee. The committee
should then elect the local UCU team of local negotiators. 

The branch committee and coordinating committee must try to avoid spending 99% of
their time reacting to what management are doing or handling individual cases. Like any
good organisation, we need a plan. 

It is impossible to fight effectively for decent pay, defend jobs or tackle bullying
management without a strong democratically run, healthy, local branch organisation. 
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Even the best, most articulate local negotiators must be backed up by a well informed
branch membership who is actively involved in any campaigns. If this doesn’t happen it
won’t take long for management to see weakness.

TOP TIP

Every member should feel ownership of the branch and its decisions: they
must feel they are kept informed and that all major decisions are
democratically voted upon at properly convened branch meetings.

How does your branch measure up?

No branch is perfect but we can all try to be as effective as possible. Use the 15
point checklist below to find out where you need to focus your attention.

15 point branch health check exercise

Mark each item with ‘Ç’ if your branch already does this, ‘?’ if you’re not sure and
‘Ó’ if it’s an item to work on.

1. has branch officers and a committee that meets monthly ❐

2. has an accurate local membership database ❐

3. communicates with all members regularly ❐

4. sends recruitment material to all new staff each month ❐

5. has a local representative for all departments/areas ❐

6. sets membership recruitment targets annually ❐

7. develops a recruitment plan and evaluates it monthly ❐

8. campaigns actively around workplace issues and negotiations ❐

9. makes presentations to new staff at induction meetings ❐

10. handles basic individual representation locally ❐

11. provides lists of non-members to local representatives ❐

12. has a means for local representatives to communicate ❐

13. has a committee which reflects the diversity of the membership ❐

14. participates in UCU training for local representatives ❐

15. involves all local reps in decision making ❐
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Better branch meetings

What should we do if members do not come to meetings in the numbers we would like?
We could go round and ask members face-to-face how they think the branch meetings
could improve. 

There is rarely a substitute for talking directly to the members. Members may well not be
attending simply because of the burden of workload; local officers need to be sensitive to
these pressures. 

Members will attend meetings when they feel particularly strongly about an issue. This
way the branch can be like the doctor’s surgery, with those who attend regularly, those
who attend less regularly and those who come along only when there is an ‘epidemic’
(like a sudden announcement of redundancies!). If branch officers listen to members
concerns, they will find issues to fill meetings.

The main annual pattern of meetings should be set at the start of the year so members
can plan ahead. Most branches have an established agreement with management for
these meetings. 

Further branch meetings should be held when any major issue arises. 

TOP TIP

The branch should seek a local agreement so that no other meetings, or
teaching, should take place during a UCU branch meeting, so that all members
can exercise their legal and democratic right to attend.

When possible local reps should also seek to hold short departmental meetings when
specific issues arise. 

These need not be long but can be an invaluable way of reaching large numbers of
members who may not reach meetings held on other sites, for example.

Branch organisers should listen carefully to what members say about the publicity for
meetings, the timing of meetings, or the venue. One way of raising the branch profile is to
invite an outside speaker to come the branch.
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CHAPTER 7

ORGANISING TO GROW STRONGER

The more members we have, the more bargaining power we have with the employers. The
more reflective our membership is of the workforce we represent the more likely we are
to be represent everyone effectively. 

This means that branches need to know who works for the college and whether they are
in the union or not.

Workplace mapping is the best technique to do this. If
done properly it can form the basis of most successful
union activity, including recruiting, communications,
developing activists and campaigning around issues. 

Getting started

Mapping should be broken down into small
manageable chunks for people. One individual should
be responsible for coordinating the mapping process. 

Find out how strong UCU is in your college

1 List all the departments in your institution

Use corporate structures, annual reports, college websites or management structures
often provide this information. Cross check a number of documents to make sure you
have not missed any departments.

2 List all the staff in each department 

Staff lists, phone directories, fire warden floor lists, payroll information, student/staff
annual handbooks or prospectuses are all good sources of information. Each institution
will be different – use what ever is available. Some institutions have computerised phone
or staff lists – if you can get the information already on computer even better as it will
save time sorting later. Make sure you have all the staff. Don’t leave out part-timers,
managers, people who work in smaller sites etc.

3 Get an up to date copy of the branch membership lists

If you do not have a current list, your regional office can provide you with an up to date
membership printout. You will be giving these lists to other members so they should not
contain any personal information. A name and if provided a department, branch or site is
all that should be used. 
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4 Identify activists and reps in each department 

From your list of staff and members identify people in each department who may be able
to help. Branch officers and department reps can take responsibility for their department.
Where you have no branch officer look for activists, you can ask members or even non-
members to help. Allocate somebody to approach him or her to ask for their help. 

5. Get activists to match the membership list against staff in each department

Give the allocated activist (or activists) for each department (or unit) the list of staff you
have made and a copy of the full membership list. Explain why mapping is important and
ask them to check that your staffing records are correct. They rarely are. Even
management-compiled lists are usually out of date with omissions of new starters,
people who have left or moved departments and part timers.

Ask each activist to use the membership lists to mark all the staff in their department
that are members. 

6 Review and plan recruitment campaign

Once you know the strengths and weaknesses of the branch you can plan an effective
recruitment campaign. Our step-by-step guide on doing this follows. 

Persuading people to join the union

The best way to persuade people to join the union is to
talk to them. Talking to people about the UCU in their own
office or in an area where they meet to drink tea or coffee
is a totally different experience to recruiting at a stall, by
telephone or by e-mail. 

The conversation often ends up being a discussion about
what the union does and how this is perceived by non-
activists, whether members or not. When successful, it
often appears that the individual recruited was just waiting
for someone to approach them and tell them how the
union worked. It’s more like making a new friend than
cornering someone to sell them something.
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Recruitment campaign checklist

1 Use your mapping data to:

❐ develop a list of eligible non-
members

❐ calculate your overall membership
density (% of of staff in UCU) by
department and staff category

❐ identify key issues in the college

2 Set a branch target

❐ take into account anticipated
membership losses

❐ set clear recruitment targets in
terms of members per month

❐ think about where each of your
new members will come from.
Target specific areas, eg,
particular departments, part-
timers

3 Choose a campaign theme

❐ choose key issues or groups of
staff to provide a focus for your
recruitment, campaigning and
publicity work

4 Involve local representatives

❐ hold a meeting for departmental
representatives to involve them
planning the campaign

❐ provide departmental
representatives with training on
one-to-one recruitment

5 Plan a recruitment campaign

❐ decide on activities for your
recruitment campaign which will
have a measurable result

❐ make sure there are opportunities
for members to participate and
support the campaign

❐ decide a timetable for the events
you are going to organise

❐ decide how long it will it take to
create and assemble the
materials you need and assess
what the campaign will cost

❐ develop a plan to recruit
volunteers

❐ assign responsibilities for
different aspects of the campaign

❐ provide departmental
representatives with recruitment
materials and lists of the
members and non-members in
their departments

❐ notify departmental
representatives of new staff in
their departments

6 Inform other campus trade unions

❐ consider running a collaborative
campaign to promote union
membership

7  Review the campaign

❐ review and assess the progress
of the campaign at each
committee meeting

❐ adjust your plan as necessary to
meet your goals
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How to answer the ‘why join’ questions

Q: Why should I join if I get all the benefits anyway?

A: UCU advice, representation and other benefits are only available to fully paid-up UCU
members. While non-union staff get the benefits won by UCU members they do not
get an opportunity to have input to any debate on the issues being negotiated. UCU’s
bargaining achievements are based on its membership strength, so the more people
who join, the more UCU can achieve.

Q: Will I have to take industrial action if I join?

A: Industrial action is only ever taken as a last resort, and cannot take place without
the consent of a majority of UCU members via a secret postal ballot. Most situations
are resolved via expert UCU negotiations, supported by UCU members, long before
the threat, let alone the use of industrial action is required.

Q: Won’t joining the trade union damage my career prospects?

A: No. Trade union membership is a legal right and UCU is a recognised union here at
this college. As UCU offers protection in the workplace, not joining is far more likely
to damage your future career if something does go wrong.

Q: What have trade unions ever achieved?

A: Most of the gains made in the workplace are down to unions. Surveys show that
union members are paid more on average than non-members, work in safer
workplaces and are less likely to be dismissed. Without the constant work of unions
there would be no annual pay rise, nor preferential pension schemes. Unions offer a
voice at work, expert advice and information and protection.

Q: I am an hourly paid teacher, why should I join?

A: Staff on hourly paid contracts are vulnerable. Your UCU branch can represent and
advise you. You need to know your rights and have the protection of the union too.
Members of the UCU are campaigning for all staff to have real job security but our
ability to campaign and negotiate at the local level depends on active membership
interest and participation. It is extremely difficult to negotiate effectively on behalf of
a group of staff who are not members. 

Q: I don’t think I can afford to join?

A: UCU membership costs around £12-13 per calendar month for a full time member of
staff and much less for those who are part-time or low earners. This means national
membership can cost at most about the same as buying a sandwich and drink for
lunch once a week!

Also, UCU negotiators regularly achieve annual pay increases higher than the
employers’ original offer and this easily covers the subscription rate. 
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But the real question is: can you afford not to be a member? Not to have a say in
the way your department and indeed institution is run; not to have access to expert
advice, up-to-date information and guidance; not to have access to representation,
including legal representation, if things do go wrong? UCU can only help you if you
are a member. 

CHAPTER 8

ORGANISING FOR EQUALITY IN THE WORKPLACE

Equality issues are not a bolt-on or an afterthought. They are absolutely central to the
way the majority of modern workforces experience working life, whether in terms of our
pay, our social environment, our career prospects or our health and safety. This applies in
education as much as anywhere else.

So what should branches be doing? Here is a ten-point plan from UCU’s equality unit:

1 ensure there is an equality committee in the college or university

2 ensure that there is a UCU representative on this committee 

3 have an equality officer on the branch committee, and get it established that she
or he has the right to time off for relevant training

4 make sure that your college or university has adopted the nationally agreed
policies. A full listing of agreements can be found on the UCU website in the pay
and conditions section under FE conditions of employment
(www.ucu.org.uk/feagreements).

5 once adopted, negotiate on their proper implementation. For example:
– is monitoring being done, and targets set for improvement? 
– is equality impact assessment being undertaken? 
– is an equal pay review being undertaken?

6 use the national pay agreement in FE as a vehicle in the campaign to get parity
for hourly-paid lecturers

7 ensure that training is provided in working time for all your members to meet their
responsibilities not to discriminate against students on the grounds of sex, race,
disability, sexual orientation and religion or belief, age and to implement the
positive equality duties for race, disability and gender

8 make equality issues a standing agenda item at branch meetings

9 ensure you have copies of all UCU’s equality publications, and keep up-to–date
with ‘Equality news’, sent every two months to branch secretaries and branch
equality officers.

10 make sure all your communications with members are accessible, friendly and
welcoming to all
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It is clear that college employers are under pressure over equality. On the one hand they
want to be seen as modern, enlightened, liberal and open institutions. On the other hand
implementing equality legislation and directives costs them time and money. They want to
promote themselves as ‘Investors in people’ yet there are many instances of
institutionalised sexist practices, racism, hetero-normative assumptions and disability
discriminatory practices. They want flexible workforces and rising productivity. The cost,
all too often, is failure in their duty of care and often latent or even blatant discriminatory
behaviour. 

A well-organised branch and an assertive equality rep or equality committee can make a
fundamental difference. Being seen to stand up for members on equality helps
enormously to make the branch and therefore union membership itself relevant and real
to potential members and can raise the general confidence of members. 

Reps who are, or are thinking of becoming branch equality officers are strongly urged to
attend training. Details of UCU courses can be found on the training pages of the website
- www.ucu.org.uk/training - or contact the equality unit on eqadmin@ucu.org.uk or your
regional office.

CHAPTER 9

THE IMPORTANCE OF HEALTH AND SAFETY

Trade union safety representatives are unique in having a detailed basic statutory
framework of functions and rights outlined for them, which derive from the fact that their
trade union is formally recognised by the employer. These rights and functions are
supported by a number of absolute (ie unqualified) duties on the employer, including:

q a duty to allow safety reps time off, with pay during working hours to undertake
their functions

q a duty to allow safety reps time off (as above) to undergo training in their
functions approved by the UCU or the TUC

q a duty to provide such facilities and assistance as the reps reasonably require to
help them undertake their functions (NOTE: the ‘reasonableness’ test relates to
the reps needs, NOT to restrict what the employer has to provide)

q a duty to consult in good time with safety reps on a range of matters.

This legal framework provides a platform from which we can assert our right to do the
safety representatives job. It provides us with a backstop if the employer is reluctant to
allow us to operate effectively, but UCU sees these regulations as the foundation on
which to build a more effective organisation, and extend the level of involvement in the
workplace and the decision-making processes. 
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The appointment of union safety reps is covered by regulation 3 of the Health and Safety
at Work Regulations. The key points are:

q recognised trade unions can appoint safety reps

q the employer must be notified in writing by the union that you have been
appointed as a safety rep

q the notification must include the group(s) of employees you are appointed to
represent.

You should usually have been employed in your job for at least 2 years, or had at least 2
years experience in similar employment.

The regulation does not cover how your appointment takes place. This is dealt with by
your union. For example:

q you may have been elected by the members in your constituency at a meeting

q you may have been elected by a workplace ballot

q you may have been nominated and voted in at a union meeting

q you may have been asked to do the job by a Branch Officer

q you may have volunteered

q you may have been designated by a union official.

The union decides who will be the safety representative.

The appointment of safety representatives is not a matter for the employer. It is a trade
union decision which should reflect your trade union organisation in the workplace, the
needs of the membership, and UCU policy.

Who you represent (your constituency) should be defined by the union.

This depends on how the union and workplace are organised. For example, you could
represent:

q all workers at a specific location – eg a building within a campus;

q a specific group of workers in a single site – all lecturers on a campus;

q all members in the same department – so you are a departmental rep

q a group of members with a particular employment status eg part-time staff, or

q a group of members within similar work locations – eg practical workshops.

You can even co-operate with another union and agree amongst yourselves to provide
safety rep cover for members of both unions on a particular site. The guidance to SRSC
Regulation 3, Paragraph 8, says this is OK.
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It is important to define the constituency to meet your needs, so you should adopt the
broadest definition possible. Employers have been known to move an effective safety rep
out of their constituency, and then, quite legitimately, refuse to recognise them. So if you
appoint a safety rep whose constituency is part-time staff, it should be clear that it
covers all part-time teaching staff, wherever and whenever they work.

The union(s) decide how many safety reps they will have.

The number of safety representatives should be based on the needs of the workplace
and to ensure all members are covered. To determine how many safety representatives
are needed, the union needs to think about things like:

q the total numbers employed

q the variety of different occupations

q the size of the workplace

q the number of locations/where members work

q the operation of shift systems.

The over-riding principle is that UCU should appoint as many safety representatives as
they determine necessary and appropriate.

CHAPTER 10

ORGANISING AROUND PROFESSIONAL ISSUES 

Members who have been working in education for over 20 years will remember the time
that education unions had a real influence over curriculum, both at a national level and a
local level. Since incorporation, unions have been marginalised from shaping the
curriculum. 

We need to challenge this orthodoxy. We are the guardians of all that is best in FE, we
are the ones who are in daily, hourly contact with students, we know what works, and
what needs to be dropped or amended. We are also sensitive to the effects of proposed
changes on those who have to deliver. 
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What we should do: 

Course changes: Too often, when course changes occur, management do not consult
staff. Before there is any discussion about reorganisation or possible redundancies
resulting from re-organisations, we need to approach management to discuss with us the
justification for change. 

Course closures - developing alternatives:
We should, where appropriate, provide an
alternative to management’s plans for any
department or course change. Involve the
students, parents and the wider community.
Where this has been done as part of a
campaign against proposed cuts we can
achieve successes. Recently at a North
London College a ceramics department was
kept open by applying this approach. 

Broadening the curriculum: In developing our alternative to management proposals, we
should consider if a broader curriculum is the answer. Discussions in the local branch,
with students and wider community organisations would undoubtedly reveal real
educational needs which your college could meet. 

Trade union representatives on academic boards. Make sure that your branch has a rep
on the governing body and that they are on the academic board. These reps should then
regularly report back to the branch. 

Management culture. Bullied staff don’t make good teachers. When campaigning
against bullying make sure this is highlighted. 

Recruitment and promotion. If these procedures are not fair, transparent and equality
proofed, they deny students the chance of having the best possible teachers. 

Teachers and lecturers do more unpaid overtime than any other profession. We are often
told, usually when our workload is about to be increased yet again, to behave like
professionals; if we did then we would charge for every minute worked as solicitors and
consultants do. 

Managers have no right to impose changes on individuals without discussion or
negotiation. Such issues may be a matter for collective bargaining, or sometimes
individual casework. 

Most contracts make it clear that changes cannot be made to job descriptions, or work
procedures without consultation and agreement. Consultation does not mean just being
told what to do, you have the right to refuse and insist on negotiation. 

This may involve using the grievance procedure or declaring a dispute.
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Timetabling - a negotiated settlement

The issuing of new timetables is a perennial time of stress. For many managers,
organising staff timetables is just an administrative problem. and individual. Questions of
equality, fairness and individual circumstances are often simply not taken into account.
But there has always been a tradition in FE that a timetable is a negotiated document, to
be agreed between a lecturer and line manager; this is often noted in the lecturer’s
contract. A timetable should never be presented as a fait acompli since it is the
foundation of the learning environment. It is central to the well-being of students and
staff alike and it is not just a matter of ticking off allocated hour boxes or fulfilling a
quota. 

UCU branches should re-assure staff that they will give immediate help to all members
who feel that their new timetable is unfair. 

Contact hours

Lecturers need to check that timetables do not
exceed contact hours, and should insist they are
worked out on a weekly basis. For example if
maximum hours per week are 23 hours and a
lecturer is ‘under hours’ in any term or semester,
they should not agree to ‘make up’ those hours by
working over 23 hours. On receiving a timetable
members should carefully add up the number of
sessions a week and calculate the weekly total,
including any agreed remission for teaching or non-teaching duties.

Exam invigilation and interviewing should count towards contact hours, if they do not, your
branch should bring these issues up in negotiations. At a time of education cuts it is
important not to take on extra hours above the contracted limit, since your overtime could
be a colleague’s livelihood.

35 hour week

At present there is no national agreement on working hours. UCU continues to press for
such an agreement but in the meantime hours must be negotiated with local college
management. Local officials should ensure that there are acceptable limits to teaching
hours, both within the week and over the whole year. Some colleges already have a 35
hour week and agreements have been reached in a majority of the colleges which
generally limit weekly working hours to 37 hours and teaching to between 800 and 850
hours per year, with often a weekly limit of 24 hours. 
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However local unions should keep in mind that attempts by management to impose
more than 24 hours a week could bring them into conflict with Health and Safety
guidelines in regards to stress. Useful guidelines on these issues can also be found on
the ACAS website. Sometimes employers may intend to apply these standards, but
managers may either be unaware or ignorant of them.

Lecturing is notorious for unpaid overtime, with lecturers almost top of the league for
occupations that work over hours. It is important that we fight for an improvement to
work hours, formally and informally. We should also fight against the increasing burden of
administration which can mean teaching preparation and marking being squeezed in
between form filling and record keeping, with work directly relevant to the class room
often relegated to the evening and weekends – destroying any chance of a sane work/life
balance.

Combating increases in workloads

Total contact hours alone rarely indicate the reality of how the pressure of work has
increased. So, how can workload be quantified? The answer is to calculate the number of
students taught, the number of groups taught, the number of lessons prepared, new
courses developed, and finally the number of pieces of work assessed. 

One college recently carried out such an investigation and found that syllabus changes
had led to a minimum 48% increase in marking.

Quantify changes and alert management to the stress that has been caused. Any new
administrative demands should be added on. 

Managers in FE often pass on workload-increasing diktats without considering the stress
and ill-health consequences. Making any worker work beyond acceptable limits can mean
employers are contravening their duty of care. If you are campaigning against these
practices, look at the guidelines for management provided by the HSE on dealing with
stress, at: www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/indg406.pdf. 

In particular, sick or disabled workers are entitled to extra protection, and in certain
circumstances should not be working full hours. See the HSE site for guidelines on this
issue: www.hse.gov.uk.

Some branches have found the UCU workload audit tool invaluable in providing the solid
evidence of the excessive hours members are work. Other branches have found the UCU
stress tool (see www.ucu.org.uk/stress) an excellent of demonstrating just how high
stress levels.

The results of such surveys give members the high ground in negotiating and public
campaigns. They also make individual members feel less isolated.
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Professional development

In September 2007, new initial teacher training (ITT) and continuing professional
development (CPD) programmes were introduced for all newly appointed teachers and
lecturers in further education. They were introduced via regulation into FE colleges. In
work-based learning and adult and community learning services and providers the
requirement were introduced via requirements in Learning Skills Council (LSC) funding
contracts. 

TOP REPS TIP

The acquisition of professional teaching qualification and/or the 30 hour
preparation for teaching in the learning and skills sector is now a requirement
for virtually everyone teaching in the learning and skills sector. In addition, all
lecturers must undertake 30 hours of professional development a year (pro-
rata for part-time lecturers).

Being prepared

One of the key factors in any successful negotiation is being well prepared before
negotiations begin. ITT (initial teacher training) and CPD (continuing professional
development) issues will be no different. UCU has already been doing a lot of work in the
areas of skills, training and development issues for members. The points below suggest
some ways that branches can get information, training and support to be better equipped
to negotiate and deal with ITT and CPD issues.

Union learning representatives (ULRs)

Branches are advised to seek members who would be prepared to become branch
learning representatives. UCU training is offered to those wishing to become branch
learning representatives. Details of the union learning representatives training are
available on the UCU website, from regional offices or from Linda Ball, UCU’s training
admin officer, email lball@ucu.org.uk.

Statutory time off is available to branch learning representatives who have undertaken
UCU or TUC training. Branches should seek additional time off for learning
representatives above and beyond existing remission available to the branch. Full
guidance on all aspects of being a branch learning representative is available in the ULR
Handbook which is on the UCU website in the FE professional pages at
www.ucu.org.uk/feprofessional. 

Learning agreements

UCU considers it essential that all staff development including ITT and CPD has been
developed in a fair and equitable manner. 
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UCU advocates the establishment of a formal learning agreement between the unions in
the college to underpin the development and implementation of the requirements around
ITT and CPD, and the range of expectations that management and staff have for staff
development and training.

TOP REPS TIP

Learning agreements made with colleges are an excellent way to discuss and
agree professional development for UCU members.

Learning agreements could include:

q scope of negotiations, consultations and information flow

q roles, responsibilities, time off and facilities for branch learning reps

q entitlements to ITT and CPD

q links from professional development to performance management and appraisal
systems

q processes and procedures around access to professional development including
appeals systems on decisions around learning in the workplace

q training needs analysis

q time off for study

q financial support for ITT and CPD

q definitions of CPD staff and management training

q recording CPD and staff development

q equality issues including timing and access of professional development courses,
particular needs of particular groups of staff eg black and minority ethnic staff,
women, younger and older staff, staff with disabilities

q implementation of new ITT and CPD requirements on full time and part time staff

q implementation of registration with the Institute for Learning (IfL).

Learning committees

It is UCU policy to seek joint union/management committees as a forum to discuss all
matters around staff development. Some colleges/services may already have a
staff/professional development committee, although a variety of names may be used for
such a committee. 
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Some of these committees may have union reps on them in which case pressing for a
new learning committee may be unnecessary, although it may be useful to press for
some review of its remit and coverage. If such a committee exists without union reps,
then a way forward would be to argue for the inclusion of union reps on it, together with a
review of the committee’s remit and functions.

CHAPTER 11

ADVICE AND TIPS FROM OTHER REPS

There is no magic formula to being an effective activist and commitment is at least as
important as experience. However, the most effective way of learning is from each other
so we asked some other UCU reps what advice they would give to a new rep. Next year
maybe we will include your advice!

Remember to share experiences and seek advice. UCU has a DAN activist email list
which enables you to tap into the knowledge of hundreds of activists around the country.

Guiding principals

q Do not assume that Management are Right. Treat HR advice with extreme
caution.

q Do not assume that the Member is Right. But if they think something is unfair, it
probably is.

q Do not assume you are Right. Ask other colleagues.

q Read The Procedures. Then read them again. 

q Keep Your Sense of Humour. But don’t use jokes in formal letters or situations.

q There Is No Law Against Unfairness. But that doesn’t mean you can’t fight it.

q Keep every communication, no matter how trivial (and advise your members to
do the same).

q Get clarity on facility time.

q Colleges are currently going through a lot of change (if mine is anything to go by)
so any branch may be swamped and have to decide to focus only on some of the
valid issues. Prioritisation can be painful but necessary.

Representing members

q Don’t think you can Change the World through Personal Cases. You can’t. But you
will learn about when things go wrong. Make sure your branch uses this to
improve procedures.
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q Always ask the member at the outset what they want to achieve. If the case is
long, keep asking because their goals may change.

q Grievance procedures can be very stressful for both parties so take care not to
inject your own enthusiasm for a confrontation onto the situation.

q Make sure you spell out the potential consequences of starting on the procedure
before you start on the case and try to resolve the matter informally before
embarking on the formal stages if at all possible.

q Keep confidences - but tell members about the general lessons.

q Don’t think that formal recourse to the law will necessarily be the best course,
although sometimes it is the inevitable one,

q Disabuse the more naive of the notion that HR acts neutrally; HR represents the
management interest’ (certainly in my institution and, if pushed, it would admit as
much)

q You’ll hear quite a bit of distress from people suffering in difficult situations’ – it
can often be stressful on the case official to hear this: be sympathetic but resist
any temptation to adopt a quasi-counsellor role – you are not trained for this. 

q Grievance procedures are frequently emotionally demanding for the member. They
will often regret having started and blame you for getting them involved in
something that feels worse than their original problem. 

q The best outcome for the member (that it is possible to achieve) is not always
going to be the fairest outcome.

Dealing with management

q Take care to avoid one-to-one meetings with senior managers - a note-taking
witness is really sensible;

q Management will sometimes (not always) tell you absolute bare faced lies!!! Don’t
be shocked.

q Never lose your temper and avoid ‘rant’ mode.

q Management will back their man/woman until the minute that they announce
his/her departure. This applies no matter how heinous the crime.

q Any verbal agreement should always be backed immediately by a written follow-up
(i.e. ‘This email is to confirm what we agreed in today’s meeting....’)

q Where possible, set time limits for all stages of the negotiation (ie ‘We look for a
response to this letter in one week; if we hear nothing, then we will.’). Not
knowing what’s happening and waiting for responses can be very damaging to
distressed members. Then even if you have nothing else to say, you can comfort
them with, ‘If we don’t hear anything by Friday, we have said we are going to...’
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q In bargaining with management stress that what is best for the staff you are
representing is probably in the organisation’s interest. Managers are keen on
portraying themselves as the exclusive defenders of the organisation’s welfare —
a self-serving posture that union representatives should challenge when they
negotiate over policies, procedures and other matters. 

q Management very often do not follow their own rules. It is usually necessary to
discipline management into applying their rules throughout the organisation. It is
then easier to defend members. Typically senior managers will say eg ‘We are an
equal opportunities employer’ and then middle managers operate informal
discriminatory practices. Senior managers then blame middle managers for bad
practice. The UCU therefore has to put pressure both from above onto senior
management and from below onto middle managers.

q In department meetings, it is sometimes desirable to exclude line managers. This
cannot and probably should not be done bureaucratically. It is usually better to
politely request that the manager withdraws from the meeting at the appropriate
point, or not come at all. Normally they will do this gracefully. If they do not, then
you can organise a meeting of one section of the membership.

Be smart!

q It’s always nice to have some aces up the sleeve. If you notice something they’ve
slipped up on, it’s not always necessary to point it out immediately.

q The phrase, ‘Would you be willing to...’ can be very helpful, i.e. Would you be
willing to explain to me why...? Few people like to be exposed for being
obstructive in very bald terms.

q When it comes to meetings and negotiations it often feels that they have the
upper hand – and they sometimes do. But remember that they are not all
powerful and often some of the HR people (certainly in FE) aren’t all that bright!

q Human resources is full of honest, decent people who believe the system works.
You will never convince them it doesn’t but you might be able to make them think
there is something wrong in this particular case.

q When negotiating, always include a few non-essentials, so that you can concede
them without losing anything that you really need. Also, give the other side a way
out or options wherever possible.

q In education, especially, stupidity is a bad public relations posture. This makes
being right more valuable than in other (intellectually darker) environments.

q Never write a letter longer than one A4 page. Add appendices if you must.

q Always be prepared to not know the answer and check with colleagues or head
office.
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Don’t do it alone

q Always think about how you can involve more members in organising and
representing others. They may be inexperienced, and may make mistakes but you
will end up suffering from a bad bout of ‘convenor’s disease’ (a tendency to do
everything yourself and complain when no-one else will get involved) if you don’t.

q Make sure that the members directly concerned take part in negotiations with
management (eg an hourly paid staff rep when discussing hourly paid issues).
They don’t have to do all the talking if they aren’t confident, but they could take
notes and report back to other members.

q Make sure you have one or two UCU colleagues as close back-ups from the start

q Look for potential activists all the time. Encourage people to play a role even if its
only distributing newsletters, leaflets etc at first. Then build on that. That’s the
key difference between an organising and a ‘servicing’ approach.

q There is no substitute for a well-organised team of committed, well-informed and
experienced officers. If both management and members alike view the union
locally as the branch secretary or local association president, then there is the
risk the union will not have the necessary respect to be effective in the industrial
relations arena. 

q Reps should be encouraged to try to get UCU people onto key committees in the
institution.

Get the branch behind you

q Always start with the members. Well organised and regular branch meetings are
essential. Prior to negotiations discuss aims and even possible compromises
with members and then don’t accept less. 

q It is a tremendous boost to be able to say to management that unlike them, you
represent the democratically expressed, collective strength of your members, so
do everything you can to maintain it by holding regular, well-organised meetings,
encouraging new people to join in the union structures and build a culture of
democratic debate in the branch in which every member can participate.

q Remember it’s better to go back to the members with nothing and openly discuss
the next steps, rather than being sucked into a deal that they have not
sanctioned and trying to ‘sell’ it.

q Try to turn individual grievances into collective issues where possible (use your
imagination!). We are on much stronger ground if there is collective support for
an issue.

q Publicise your successes (no matter how minor) and use them to recruit new
members. Everyone can recruit, not just reps and branch officers. It is still true
that the main reason people give for not joining the union is: ‘no one asked me!’
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Bigger is better

q When asking colleagues to join, never take no for an answer. Persistence pays
dividends, they need the union. Aim for 100% membership in your section. Ask
everyone new to join, do not rely on institutional arrangements to circulate union
literature etc.

q You cannot have too many reps. Also do not rely solely on branch General
Meetings to communicate with members, although they are an essential part of a
democratic and active branch. A range of methods are necessary including
departmental union meetings, newsletters and email.

q Wherever there is an opportunity to approach newly appointed staff it is useful to
stress that union membership gives staff a voice in what happens at the
institution. 

q New recruits should be advised to check with the local branch whenever they are
being asked to sign anything that affects their conditions of service.

Protect and arm yourself

q If at all possible, do some shadowing of case work directly after your training. I
requested this locally, but had no invitations to sit in on case meetings.

q Make choices about your time commitment and avoid sacrificing your own career
for the union, if at all possible.

q Use the union’s structures to make links with other activists, get support and
share good practice.

q Always try to make sure that they (management) can’t lay a glove on you over
your own professional conduct. The advice given to me by an old hand when I first
started working on the shop floor in the engineering industry and was a young
and very inexperienced shop steward was ‘you’ve got to be the best worker in the
shop’.

And last but not least:

‘Always remember that you are representing the members to management and
not representing the management to the members.’

And finally...

Thanks to the following members for their help in putting this handbook together:

Alex Woodman, Brian Toberma, Mal Reading, Andy Stronhous, Adrian Whittaker, Laura
Miles, Sean Wallis, Chris Husbands, James Eaden, Jeff Fowler, William Edmondson,
Craig Lewis, Ron Mendel, Ann Blair, Laurie Stras, Anne Alexander, Vicky Seddon, Nick
Smith, Peter Jones, Michael Carley, Mike Cushman and Alan Harrison.
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